Authentic Vision offers a mobile authentication solution used by customers worldwide for brand protection and consumer engagement. The solution is based on irreproducible tags that provide any product with a unique copy-proof fingerprint. The tags can be authenticated with use of a smartphone app. A business intelligence portal provides channel & consumer data intelligence based on the scans. Authentic Vision holds several patents and is cooperating closely with a global network of partners to fight counterfeiting.

As we are rapidly growing, we would like to get another creative, talented, motivated team member on board. We are looking for a

**Engineering team lead & System architect (F/M)**

You will:

- Have responsibility for Software development of Authentic Vision including frontends, backend as well as internal tools
- Take the lead in system architecture design
- Lead a team of motivated developers
- Be active part of a team having direct influence on the product

Your profile:

- Experience with infrastructure, ops. and managing services with global enterprise availability
- Experience in working in continuous integration / continuous deployment
- Proven experience in Java Enterprise development
- Knowledge of C++, Python and other scripting languages are an advantage
- Affinity to Agile Software Development and clean code
- Experience in managing small to medium development teams
- Fluent in English and German
- Ready to live in

What we offer:

- You will work in a high growth company, supported by an international investor network
- Excellent personal development potential
- Friendly company climate, with flexible working times, Wednesday company lunches, table soccer and regular team- and company events

In case you are interested, please submit your CV and cover letter including salary expectations and earliest starting date to:

Authentic Vision
Thomas Weiß
Josef-Mayburger-Kai 114/10
5020 Salzburg, Austria
info@authenticvision.com
# +43 664 5452280

Due to legal reasons we are obliged to disclose the minimum salary according to the collective agreement for this position, which is € 2.518 gross per month. Our compensation package is based on market-oriented salaries and depending on your background and work-experience, your salary could be significantly above the stated minimum salary.